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  Regge Gribov

QCD in the Regge-Gribov limit



  

A hadron at small x

is the fraction of hadron 
energy carried by a parton 

DIS:

there are a lot of
gluons at small x  



  

:pQCD



  

Gluon saturation

“attractive”  bremsstrahlung
 vs. “repulsive”  recombination

Gribov-Levin-Ryskin



  

Many-body dynamics of universal 
gluonic matter

How does this happen ?

How do correlation functions of 
these evolve ?

Is there a universal fixed point 
for the RG evolution of d.o.f 

How does the coupling run ?

How does saturation transition to
chiral symmetry breaking and 
confinement



  

MV effective Action + RGEMV effective Action + RGE

weight functional: 
probability distribution of color source

at longitudinal scale  
invariance under change of RGE for 

Large x: color source small x: gluon field



  

The Classical Field 

saddle point of effective action-> Yang-Mills equations

solutions are non-Abelian 
Weizsäcker-Williams fields

pure (2d) gauge  

z

color           fields



  

JIMWLK evolution equation

U is a Wilson line in adjoint representation

virtual real 



  

QCD at low x: CGC  
(a high gluon density environment)

CGC observables: with 

gluon distribution: with 

“multiple scatterings”
evolution with ln (1/x)       

two main effects:

pQCD with collinear factorization:
single scattering
evolution with ln Q2   



  

“dense”

Road Map of QCD Phase SpaceRoad Map of QCD Phase Space

A

“dilute”

?



  

Color Glass Condensate
Advantages:

A systematic, first-principle  approach to 
high energy scattering in QCD

Controlled approximations

Same formalism can describe a wide range 
of phenomena

Disadvantages:
Applicable at low x (high x, Q2 missing)
Initial conditions 



  

Observables
DIS:

structure functions 
particle production

dilute-dense (pA, forward pp ) collisions:
multiplicities
pt spectra 
di-hadron angular correlations

dense-dense (AA, pp) collisions:
multiplicities, spectra
long range rapidity correlations

Spin



  

DISDIS

JIMWLK/BK eqs. determine the x dependence of NF

                  successful phenomenology at HERA  

NLO corrections recently computed (IB+GC)



  

The Dipole at large Nc : BK eq.

saturation region

extended scaling
 region

pQCD region

NLO: Balitsky-Kovchegov-Weigert-Gardi-Chirilli (2007-2008)



  

Running coupling BK

numerical solution, Albacete-Kovchegov PRD 75 (2007) 125021, ...... 



  

CGC at HERA? AAMQS



  

CGC at HERA? extended scaling

Collinear Fact.:

CGC:

IIM
SGBK



  

Lessons from HERA

CGC does not work for 

CGC work for  

Recall

Proton Qs is small, is                      ?



  

Proton-Nucleus (CGC X CGC) Collisions

Solve classical YM 
with two currents: 
one week, one strong

Include small x 
evolution via 
JIMWLK

where satisfies JIMWLK/BK eqs.



  

Proton-Nucleus (CGC X CGC) Collisions

Unintegrated Gluon Distribution

UGD is infrared safe
(used to calculate multiplicities)
Peaks at Qs 
Suppressed at large Y

Beware of kinematics



  

Proton-Nucleus (CGC X CGC) Collisions

Classical (before evolution with x):

RpA = 1 + ....   for Pt >> Qs
RpA < 1   for Pt << Qs

With x evolution :

RpA < 1   for all Pt 
KKT

AAKSW

GJM



  

Proton-Nucleus  Collisions 
(Hybrid = DGLAP X CGC)

As one goes to more forward rapidity

Projectile can not be described by CGC

“Hybrid” formalism:

Projectile described by QCD parton model
Target described by CGC formalism 



  

Single inclusive hadron production in pASingle inclusive hadron production in pA

Dumitru,Hayashigaki,Jalilian-MarianDumitru,Hayashigaki,Jalilian-Marian

Baier, Mehtar-tani, SchiffBaier, Mehtar-tani, Schiff



  

Single inclusive hadron production in pASingle inclusive hadron production in pA

“Hybrid” formalism: 
higher order corrections can be 
(are) computed
should improve LO predictions
target description is the same as the 

 “kt” factorized form

T. Altinoluk, A. Kovner: 2011 (used here)
G. Chirilli, B. Xiao, F. Yuan: 2011-2012

Talks by A. Kovner and B. Xiao 



  

Single inclusive hadron production in pASingle inclusive hadron production in pA

Talk by A. Talk by A. 
RezaeianRezaeian

JJM,AR JJM,AR 
(2011)(2011)



  

Electromagnetic probes: 
prompt (real or virtual) photons

cleaner process: no hadronization

same target dynamics as in hadron production

low rate, hard to measure,...

Predictions are needed for RHIC/LHC   



  

FG-JJM, PRD66 (2002) 014021 
JJM, EPJC61 (2009) 789
JJM-AR, arXiv:1204.1319

Kopeliovich et al.,
Rezaeian 2010

Prompt photon production in p(d)A

pA is different from dA (unlike hadron production) due 
to charge squared of quarks

with



  

Prompt photon-hadron production in p(d)A

for prompt photon production this can be re-written as 
JJM-AR, arXiv:1204.1319



  

pA vs. dA 



  

Prompt photon production



  

sensitivity to initial condition: Qs0



  

Two-particle correlations in pA
(forward-forward)

away-side correlations:  
di-hadron
photon-hadron



  

disappearance of back to back jets

CGC fit from Albacete + Marquet, PRL (2010)
Also by Tuchin, NPA846 (2010) and 
A. Stasto, B-W. Xiao, F. Yuan, arXiv:1109.1817

multiple scatterings 
de-correlate the hadrons 

Prediction by C. Marquet using CGC (2007)



  

Di-jet production: pA   

recall DIS, single inclusive production in pA probe dipoles

di-jet production in pA (and DIS) probe quadrupoles 

coordinate space: C. Marquet, NPA796 (2007) 41 

including gluons in the projectile F. Dominguez,C. Marquet, B-W. Xiao, F. Yuan,  
PRD83 (2011) 105005

J. Jalilian-Marian, Y. Kovchegov, PRD70 (2004) 114017momentum space: 

This would be problematic in pQCD

Talk by B. Xiao 



  

di-hadron correlations in the high pt limit
Dominguez, Marquet, Xiao, Yuan (2011)
Dominguez, Xiao, Yuan (2011)

factorization of target distribution functions and 
hard scattering matrix element 

partons are back to back 



  

quadrupole evolution in the linear regime
BJKP equation

the color structure is identical 
on both sides of this eq.

(independent of color averaging)

4-gluon exchange

this will de-correlate the produced partons at high pt > Qs

J. Jalilian-Marian, PRD85 (2012) 014037



  

comparing with Gaussian

Quadrupole evolution

Dumitru-Jalilian-Marian-Lappi-Schenke-Venugopalan:PLB706 (2011) 219  



  

Geometric scaling also present in quadrupoles Growth of the saturation scale

Quadrupole evolution



  

A unique window to dynamics of high 
energy QCD

Two-hadron angular correlations

A simpler correlation to probe CGC:
photon-hadron azimuthal correlation



  

photon-hadron azimuthal correlations 



  

Centrality dependence 



  

new processes to probe the dynamics of 
high energy QCD

Photon production and photon-
hadron correlations

disappearance of the away side peak in 
photon-hadron azimuthal correlations

in p(d)A 

suppression of prompt photon spectrum 
in forward rapidity in p(d)A 

need to measure these at RHIC/LHC 



  

(some of the) Uncertainties
CGC is applicable in limited kinematics

How big is the proton Qs ?
Is Qs (proton) large enough?
How large is the extended scaling 
region (parton vs. hadron pt)?
 

“Hybrid” vs. “kt” formalism
forward vs. midrapidity
higher order corrections

Realistic nuclear geometry



  

The role of initial conditions

McLerran-Venugopalan (93)

how about higher order terms in ρ  ?

these higher order terms make the single inclusive spectra steeper  

Dumitru-Jalilian-Marian-Petreska, PRD84 (2011) 014018
Dumitru-Petreska,, NPA879 (2012) 59

with 



  

The role of initial conditions

Dumitru-Petreska, NPA879 (2012) 59 

How important is the quartic action? 



  

(some of the) Uncertainties

Cold matter energy loss (forward rapidity)

2 ---> 2 vs. 2 ---> 1 kinematics
different regions in xg contribute

How good is eikonal approximation?
energy-momentum conservation



  

2  2 vs. 2  1→ →

GSV DHJ



  

Summary

pA@LHCpA@LHC run will constrain CGC significantly run will constrain CGC significantly

CGC is an effective theory of QCD at high energy
limited to low-intermediate Pt region

No smoking gun but that may be unrealistic
Need to measure as many different processes 
as possible 
CGC describes a wide range of phenomena

Large uncertainties at LHC at y =0 
Much more robust in forward rapidity

mailto:pA@LHC


  

line config.:

square config.:

Gaussian

Gaussian + large Nc

“naive” Gaussian: 

can be calculated in a Gaussian model    DMXY

quadrupole evolution: limits



  

Gaussian

Gaussian + large Nc

quadrupole evolution: limits
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